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. in qUantitative-sciences, such as physics, special concepts and iti ill; 111
i

_ 21
§. li 2',

associated principles are logically the basic building blocks of the know-

.ledge used to Aeduce important conseque,nces, make predictions, and sOlve

problems. However, mere definitions of concepts or statements of princi-

ples pre psycholOgically ,far too primitive building blocks to permit thee -

performance of complex intellectual tasks.

To be functionally useful, a conceptual building block (or "concept

.schemg") must include a concept accompanied by the ancillary knowledge

needed to make the effectively usable. In particular, this know-
.

lege must Ee sufficient to ensure 'that the concept can be used reliably,

;i.e., without errors or ambiguitiei; easily anckraRidly, so that use of the

concept leaves adequate attention and tim available to deal with other

aspects of complex tasks; and flexibly, so that the concept can be used

reliably in diverse nd unfamiliar contexts. Similar, comments can be made

about a principle relating previously aefined concepts.
0

10 'The ancillary knowledge, required to make a concept or principle'
LI) effectively usable, is-far from trivial. Striking evidence supporting this

15 statement comes from several recent studies.
1-7

These show that many

2



. students, after having studied physics concepts and beep fimiliar with

them for an appreciable ttme,may-nevertheless lack the anéillary knowledge

needed to use such concepts reliably. Corresponditgly, they exhibit major

misconceptions and errors. ,

The'preceding comments indicate the importance of analyzing and ex-
,

plicating the ancillary knowledge required to make a sctentific concept or

principle affectively usable. 'Such an analysis, discussed in this-paper,

is interesting.and useful from several points oflview:

(1) From a.scientific or psychological point of view, such an analysis

helps make explicit underlying knowle'dge which is necess'ary (although not

sufficient) !or any scientific problem solving.8:9 It also helps reveal

important knowledge which is often "tacit", i.e., which is possessed by

experts without their conscious awareness of its existence. Finally, suth

an analysis can help to predict many of the difficulties and errors exhibi-

ted by inexperienced students.

(2) From the practical perspective of teachers, such an analyksis can

help to identify important knowledge essential to students' understanding

4

and learning of concepts or principles. Accordingly, it can be useful for .

diagnosing and minimizing the'difficulties experiended by many students.

Furthermore, it can provide the basisOf explicit instructional methods for

teaching concepts,orvprinciples more effectively.

(3) From the practical perspeetive of students, such an analysis can

7,

provide guidelines for Studying toacepts more effectively and can thus help

students to acquire some important gehbral learning ski,114.

As the analysis in the following pages indicates, the y4sic ancillary

knowledge required to make a.concept or principle effectiyely usable is

remarkably large (although it is commonly possessed by any expert). This
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is one reason why the learning of a new scientific concept is a difficult
a

task ,for ',students.

ea.

Kinds of Concepts and Associated Ancillary Knowledge.

The simplest kind of dopcept is a particular "entity" ".the.

sun"). Any one member of a specific set of such particular entities (e.g..,

a "triangle", a "particle", ...) is then a "generic concept" or "variable".

o A "property" is e more complex kind of con4t used,to describe one
,

or more other concepts called the "independent variables" described by the

property. This description is achieved-by associating a unique.vaiue of

the property for any possible set of values of the independent variables.1°

(If the property iS.a "quentity", its values are numbers; otherwise they ,

may'bemembers of any other specified set.) For example, "area" is a pro-

lierty describing a surface by assoctating a particular value (a positive
. . ,

, .
. .

real number) to any member of a set of entities calledm'surfa mi-tes": Si
. ,

larly, "color" is a property describing an object by assdtiating.a parttou-

Iar value (one of the set of concepts "red", "yellow", "green", to

any object. As a last example, "velocity", is a concept describinrjointly
4

. a particle ,'a,reference frame, and a time by associeting a vectorial numer-
.

ical value to any particle for any refgrence frame and for any.time. The

particular independent variables described by a property are irldicated by

preceding prepositions: For example, one speaks of the area of a surface;

or of the color of an object;.or of the velocity of a particle relative to

a particular reference\frame at some specified time.

The discussion in t e following pages will deal predominantly with

property concepts since th se are centratly important to provide the'
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.qescriptions needed in any science. The analysis of the ancillary knoW7

ledge required to make a prbperty concept effectively usable includes, as
. ,

. . .

-.a subset, thg ancillary kffowledge for -a simple entity concept. Further-.
0

lord, as discussed later, the ancillary knowledge for a property concept is-
4.

essentially the same as that for a principle..

The most important ancillary knowledge, required to make a concept

effectively usable, is ihat required to interpret the concept appropriately.

This knowledge, summarized in Table 1 and discussed in the next three sec- .

tions, includes that needed to specify the concept; to achieve.this speoi-
.

fichtion in various particular instances, and to do this without committing

errors of interpretatibn., qhe other kinds of ancillary,knowledge (e.g.,'

knotOedge about basic impliCations, knowledge about alternative symbdlic

represêntatiOns, and guidelines about when and how to use the concept) will.

not be discussed further in tilis Paper: Instead, the analysis of the
.

ancillary knowledge needed for concept interpretation will be used to point

, out some practical implications for the teaching of scieniific concepts or

principfes.

Insert table 1 about here

Specification Knowledge

As indicated in Table 1, the most basic knowledge'required to inter-

pret a scientific concept is that needed to specify thern concept fully and

unambiguously. The important components of this "specification knowledge"

are now discussed in turn.

5
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, Specification of a Concept

1.

4 .

Ultimatel9r the4neaning of any scientific concept must be-specified by

explicit rules (e..g, definitions) which ensur e that'the concept is unam-

biguously identified so that it can lead to clearly_interpretable

scientific knowledge.. The following ways of specifying,a concept de all

useful-=summaiy descriptions because they are compact and easily remembered",

informai descriptio because they clarify the essential meaning of.a.ion-

cept, and procedural specifications because they'provide the most detailed..

. spedificalion.

Summary, description. A summalry description of a concept is useful

because it provides a brief and precise statement.of the meaning of the
-

, concept, a statement which can be easily remembered and used as the starting
xl>

. point for more complete elaborations. 4typical example of such a summary

s. A ".
description is the formal statementl ,-,:dyjdt,thIch,defines cm:fatly the

coritept "acceleration' (denoted by a) in terms of the velocitpv and the

time t.

Informal_description7 An-infOrniaI description of a concept is Useful

because it specifies the:essential meaning of a concept without undue pre-
,

. f
crsion or excessive details. By focusing attention selectively on a few

, salient features, an informal description can help in refating a concept

to more familiar knowledge and in retrieving the Concept in complex situa-

,

tions. Indeed,, such qualitative informal descriptions (and methods of .

successive refinement which proceed from qualitative to more detailed des-

criptions) can e very useful tn facilitating problem-solving tasks.
8,9,11

- , . .

,

. Forexample, the acceleration,of a particle may be descrioed informally
. .

. .,
.

by statements such as "AcceleratiOn is the rate of change of velocity with'
. .

0

finie" or "acceleration is a quanti'ty describing the small change of a *
. N.
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particle's velocity durin4 a small time". Such statementt are admittedly

rather vague, but they make quite clear what essential quantities are'

7 interrelated by the property "acceleration" and when this property might

be relevant.
.

Procedural specifitation. The preceding specifications of a concept,

whethen formal or informal, are descripti% (or "declarative"), i.e.,

expressed in terms of statements aiserted to be true. A very important

alternative way of specifying a concept is by means of a step-by-step

procedure specifying how to.identify orexhilSit the concept. Such a

, "procedural specification" provides the mos t explicit and detailed specifi-
,

cations of a concept. /ft also has fundamental scientific importance as an

operational definition which specifies what one must actually do to decide

whether'a conce pt is Properly identified.

-These-remarks can be exemplified by the following proceduralsiagsifi,_____L---..--7-

cation of the concept2-acceleration"T-M-6nsider a specified particle P.
4

(2) At some specified time t, consider the velocity of 4 oi P relative to

some .ecified reference frame R. (3) For comparison, consider s'ome ne'igh-

b1ring time t'-= t +°At and considef. the veloeity of the particle P at;

this.time. (4) Find the velocity change Ay, = b9 subtracting vec-%

torially the old velocity y,:from the,new velocity x'. (See Fig.-1.) (5)

Calculate the ratio Wat. (6) Verify that the time t has been chosen

iufficientlytlose to t so that a closer choide: making At smaller, would

leave the ratio Ax/At unchanged,within the desired preeision of description:

Ak In,this case denote At.by dt and'Ax by dx, (7) identify the resalting .

ratio as tfie con, cept of interest and name it the "acceleration of P rela-

I -4

tive to R at the time t".

4 '

4:4
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\ Inseft Figure 1 about here

The preceding procedural specification makes abundently.clear the

many complekities inVolved in.the defini:tion of the tont* "acceleration",

tomplexitie's which are largel'y hidden in the forg descriptive specifita,.

tion a = dv/dt. Indeed, the distinction between a prOcedurAl.specification .

and a formal description is strikingly apparent in practice. For example,

when students are asked to find the acceleration ofa pendulum bot3'at the

extreMe position.of its swing, where its velocity ts zefii, many students

say that the acceleration is zero. Most ofrthem continue to make this

claim vociferously, even when they are specifically asked to u,se the'defi-

.
,

,

nition of acceleration, written out explIcttly as a = dv/dt =
. . ...

t But when these students.are asked.to follow the steps of.the procedure

specifying the dtceleration, they change their minds and realize that the

acceleration is'non-zero. .(Of course, experts are muth more,skilled in

translating a formal description into a corresponding pnocedure.)

As another example, when novice students are asked to find the compon-
PO

ent of a vector y, along some specified direction 10 most can easily answer

this question when the direction is "horizontal:", as shown in Fig. 2a.

On the other hand, they often have difficulties in more general cases, such ,

as that shown in Fig.,2b. But such difficulties disappear if students have

.learned the procedure specifying how to identify or find the component of

a,vector along some given direction. The reason is that such a procedure

does not merely rely on the recognition of a familiar pattern. (Instead,

it/identifies the component 6y the general process of drawing, fromathe
,

-

ends of the arrow representing the vector-y,, lines para1lte1 and perpendi-
.

cular to the given direction

I.
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Insert Figure-2 about here-4

il
As the preceeding examples illustrate,: it can be pedagogioally very

useful if S'tuderits are askel to explain the meaFiing of a concept by .

,

specifying ah.apprepriate procedure, ,

Applicabifity.conditions. A detailed ,procedural 4ecification helps

make apparent the conditions under whichGa concept may legitimately be

applied. Such applicability conditioni must b.e_made_quife explicit to

help avoid misinterpretations and errors.

.0. For eXample, the.concept "acceleration" can be applied to ny parti-,

cle, but not indiscriirinately to any s,istem of pariicles (ainisteke some-

times committed'by students). tanbther.example, the concept "potential.

energy" must be accompanied by the applicability condition specifying that

this concept can be used only for interactions described'by conservative

forces'(i.e., forces which,do work independeA of the process between states

of a system.).

4.

t
t

..alecification of Concept Values.

The specification of a concept implies a corresponding specification

of its values. .Although such a knowledge about values is relatively simple,.

it needs.to be made explicit if errors are to be avoided. Table'l and the

following paragraphs outline the most important.knowledge about the values

of a concept,
. 4

ValUe in redients. The valu'e of a concept .is4 ordinarily specified bj

several ingredients, i.e., the elements needed to specify ibe type of value

and the units needed for specifioation. For example, the concept,
0

4
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.

"acceleOhtion" has. values which are vectors, The.elements needed to
,

specify thts type of value are a "magnitude" and a "direction".. The units

art- "meter/second
2.

A'

.

In the case of value specification, as well as in iflore complex cases

discussed later, the use of explicit symbolic expressionsis an important

ald.to ensure correct usage of a concept. Fqr theninere adherence to
3,

limper symbolic form (or "syntax") helpi autOmatically ensure that a speci-
N-

-fication is c:miplete and correct. For example, aribppropritte symbolic
V

expression for a value of*the concept l'acceleration" is "(magnitude with

Q unit of length/time
2
yalong <directiony. Here.anything enclosed between

' triangular brackets indicates a "slot" to be filled ljy, an '.nstance of,the

spedified kind of.entity.. t'or example, a correct value specification of

an acceleration might be "1.6 m/t
2
along the northern direction". By con-.

trast, a value specification such as "1.6 m/2.t . would be incomplete'and

.%

thus ambiguous because the slot about direction i(as not been filled.in.

I

N

Similarly,e value specification such as "1.6 m/s along the northern &Imo-
t

.

tion" would be incorrect because-the slot'for uhits has been filled by the.
,..

A

wrong kind of unit.

Possible values. Proper value specification requires also knowledge

about the domain of possible values of a concept (e.g., knowledge:that the

concept 'kinetic energy" can assume 711 non-negative numerical values.) A-

knowledge of typical values is also valuable for making qualitative-_predic- 9

tions and checking the solutions 6f-problems. For example, it-ts useful to

know the typical values of the acceleration have magnitudes of tht order of

a fey/ meters/second
2

for falling objects or.accelerating cars.
.

0

a
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Specification of IndeullLEL204

Basielinde-endent 1.1riSbles: The specification'bf aiSroperty concept

implies a corresponding knowledge of all the b'asic independent yariables'.
,

needed to specify this-property completely.- Such khOWledge can be subtle ;

'ind needs to be niadq 4(p1icii to avoid likety errors.a0 ambiguities.
. .

10'

et

-For example, :che concept "acceleration" is a propertytused td descfibe
4

6 particle a some partidutar time'reiative to some particular reference

. frame. lience-a cokplete specification of the concept_flacceleration"

requires a §pecificiti9n1of all the following independvt variables,mamely

."particle", "time",-dnd "reference frame". Failure to specify any of:.
.

. .

. . 4
0 D .. .

these lAdepenckent variables leads to ambiguitie (i.e., no-unique value- .

. , o.;
. .

.
.

cduld.then'be ascrqbed to the acceleration, nor could statement§ abolit this
,.

concept be judged true or false). For instance, the statemat that "the
,

. .

40

acCeleration of a ball at some instant is 10 m/s,-
2
downward" involves an .

'incomplete,specificaiion of the acceleration becaUse.of to:speify
6

a reference frame. Thus the statement is ambigdous; e.g,, it might be trite
. .

VV

if the earth. is used as a reference frame, but false if the refereke.frame
4 .

is an élevator'moving relative to the earth.' .

An explicit knowledge of all the basic independent'vgriables needed.

:63 specify a Conceptunambiguously is very important to the proper inter-

Tretation of a concept. (Indeed, deficiencies in such knowledge.lead to

many common confusions observed among. studants.) The use of.explicit

ymbolic expressior is again a powerful aid for ensuring that a propefty-
..

concept is specified completely and correctly. For example, the word

"acceleration", by itself, is really meaningless. Instead, the adequately

'defined concept is the one denoted by the full expresgion "the acceleration

of Oarticle> at (time) relative to (reference frame)", where each entity

V.



between angular brackets denotes a slot to be filled by a variable of the
./

specified kind.

Consistent use of full symbolic'or verbal expressions can greatly help.
. . . . .

students (and occasionally even expefts) to avoid fuzzy thinking and thus
.

'

to prevent many errors or confuslons.
12

For example,.talking about the

"velocity of some ball at some particular 'time relative to some partiguiar
..

. .

reference frame" focuses explicit attention on all relevant entities. On

. --

.. .,

r the other hand, when talking blithely about the "velocity of a ball",

v.

1.

tudents are often lead to assum inappropriately that the v elocity is

rela ve to the earth (since speci ication of a reference frame has been.
A

\

ignored) r to assume inappropriately'that the-velocity is constant (since

i

,

specification f, a particular time has been ignored). k , . '

:.
.

Another example, illustrating the importance of completespecifica-
\\ _

' tions, is provided by the concept of "force". In physics this concepfis

used to describe the interaction betweeniparticles and requires,,therefore,

,

e the specification d'at least.tio. particles. Accordingly, the symbolic.

io.
.. expression for force is of the form "force on <particle),by (other parti-

.., -
.

cie)" where it is es^sential that both slots.be properly filled. Indeed,
,

.toaelp students avoid errors and corifusions, it is very useiul to insist

that 'students never use theWOrd "force" unlesS followed by,the phrase "on

Insistence upon use oPthts Tull expres1sion avoids the lay
\

.

,:,..conception of forte as an intrinsic property inherent,jn an object, as
A

4 . t
mpressed b'y phraslei.such as-"foi.ce of an objecp". It helps to avoid con-

. -

.4 ..' fusions between "action" and."reaction' if these historically hal1owed-
4 \

\
.words'are discarded in fpor,of the much clearer expressions "folte on A

.

by'13" and "force 6n-8 by A"....1t also helps to avoid students' inappropriat4
. ,

1

. inyocation of non-existing vcentripetal" or "centriflal" forces produced
-N

u
'by no discernTble objects:

1
, ,

-
, 12 9
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Relevant properties of independent variables. As indicated in Table 1 ,

it is importani,to know not'only which basic independent var:iables are
4,

needed to sptcify a given concept, bUt also Which particular propertieg of

these va6abies are (or are not) required for a complete specification.

Fol' example, as-menttoned previously, the basic independent variables

needed to specify a "force" are the pardcle on which the force acts and

. the particle by which it is exerted. Bdt not all properti of these par7

\ .

ticles are,relevant to this specification. For instance; the\positions of

the particles are relevant and must be specified. On the other hand, the

colors of these particles.are irrelevant; as' are their Kelocities (for--
,

ordinarY central forces).

Note that the preceding knowledge, needed to explicate what particular

parameters are (or are not) relevant to a specification of a given concept,

is far from trivial. Indeed, it implies important understanding of func-

tional dependencies or invariances in situations where the conceptis

pertinent.;.

InstantiatiOn

In principle, the knowledge required to specify a concept adequately,

as discussed in the preceding section, is sufficient to interpretthe con-

cept. But this knowledge, although e5sential, is too general ana abstract

to.make the concept effectively,upble in practice: thus it ii also

necessary to know how to ."instantiate" the'concept, i.e,, how to.apply the

concept reliably in varlous possible kinds of specific instanceS.' (Indeed,

-it.is a familiar fact'that many students, even when able to state the

definition of a concept, may be quite unable to apply this d *nition in

.particular casesj
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As indicated in Table 1, the knowledge needed to instantiate a concept

inVolves the ability to do the following:'(1)-To identify or exhibtt the

concept for various Possible values (or relativeyalues) of the 'independent

variables or Of their properties. 12) To do this in various possible sym-

.1 bolic representations, e.g., in words, in pictbres.(diagrams.or graphs),

0

or formal mathematical symbolism.

For example, the acceleraion a, (defined by a, = dl/dt) involves' a-

comParison of the velocity of.a particle at some specified time t and of

its velocity ,!/,' = i + dy, at a,slightly later time t' = t + dt. 'Adequate

instantiation-knowledge then rewires the ebility to applY the concept

"aCceleration" in the following kinds of cases, described verbally as well

as pictorially: (a) The new velocity v' has the same direction as the

original velocity v, but a larger or smaller magnitude, as indicated in

Figures 3a and 3b. The acceleratiOn a has then, respectiyely, either the

same or opposite direction compared to the yerocity v. (b) The new velocity
Ao.

v' has the saMe magnitude,as 2, but a different direction, as indicated in

Figure 3c. The acceleration has then acdirection perpendicular to the

velocity 1. (c) In the most general case, the new velocity Vt differs

from v in both magnitude and direction, as indicated in Figure Id: The
.

acceleration has then a direction not parallel to-the velocity v, but toward

the concave.side of the particle's path.

:Insert Figure 3 about here

0

Being able to identify and. use various possible instances of a concept

is sometimes far from trivial. For examplet it often takes students a long

time to understand.that the itnnocent-looking definition a = dyfdt of the

14
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concept "aeceleratioe encompasses all the various cases illustrated in.

Figure 3.

4

Error Prevention

Human beings are prone to errors. The reljable interpretation of a

concept requires, therefore, also.adequate knowledge to-prevent errors

i.e., knowledge to avoid likely errors, to detect such errors when they

have been 9ommitted, and to correct thep appropriately.
-

As indicated in fable 1, such error-prevention knowledge includeS

explicit warnings or "caveats" about errors likely to occur in the appli-

cation of the concept; knowledge abouyhow tO discriminate any such error

from the correct 'situation; and the use of explicit symbolism designed to

help avoid such errprs.

to

Warnin s about Likely Errors

Reliable performance on any task is obviously facilitaed if one is-

explicitly forwarned about likely errors and pltfalls. Such errors mpy be

identified by actual observations of commonly made errors. A theoretically

more intgresting approach-is to use an Alsntonf analysis to predict many

of the kinds of errors likely to occur in the use of any newly eilcOuntered
-t4

concept. Such an analysis must take into account the characteristics of

the particular concept, i.e., the previously discussed knowledge required ,

for the specification of the concept. It must also take into account the

characteristics of the persbn using the concept, including the persons !

preexisting knowledge. The results pf such ag analysis are briefly out.:

fined in Table 2 which indicates.some of the most common basic errors

likely to occur in the application of any concept.
13

9,

15
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Insert Table 2 about-here

9

The likely errors listed in Table 2 correspond to errors in the vari-
r

ous kinds of specifidatiOn knowledge summarized in Table 1. The following

paragraphs discuss and exemplify the most likely of these errors. The

_

first-two of these are gross *cOnfutiont Which result if a concept is

identified by relying merely on the recognition of some salient features,

rather than by ,applying exOlicitly the rules specifying the meaning of the

concept.

Confusion of a concept with another concept denoted by a similar symbol

(inCludifig lay terminology). Such a confusion occurs because a superficial

similarity of 'symbols causes a "failureto_discriminate between-diffefent-----

concepts. For example, the scientific concept "acceleration" (denoting the

vector dv/dt describing-the vectorial change,of velocity) is likely to be

confused with the lay term "acceleration" (used in everyday life-to'denote

roughly the rate o.f increase of speed with time). As another example, con-

cepts such as "kinetic energy", "potentiaf energy'', and "energy"-may easily

be confused becal4e their names all include the same work "energy".

Confusion of a concept with another concept describing a different

feature of the same situatiOn. Such a confusion is caused by a fapure to

discriminate between related concepts which occur frequently in the same

context. For example, "acceleration" and "'velocity" are likely to be

confused-hicause both these concepts describe the motion of a particle,

although different features of such motion.

Errors in specification rules. Even if a detailed rule or procedure

is used to identify a dbncept, an error in some part of the ruleoan lead

to misidentification of the concept. There may be many such possible
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errors since one or more steps in a,specification rule may be omitted or

wrong.

,

'For example, the procedural specification of the concept "accelera-
,

tion" in'volves a substraction el. v of Ve.locities at slightly different

times. If this vectorial subtraction is'confused with a numerical sub-
,

traction of magnCtudes, a wrong concept (the rate of change of speed dv4dt).

is identified.
.

Errors in applicability conditions. An example of such an error would

be the.attempted use of a potential energy to describe'interaction due to

friction forces (since the concept of potential energY is only applicable

in the case of conservative forces).

_kparticillarly common error- in-applicability-dOhditions--occursWhen

a concept, describing a special case, is inappropriately extended to-a more

gefferal case where it is not valid. Such confusions of special cases with

general cases are partiCularly fikely when the special case has an appeal-

ing simplicity and has'been encountered first in one's learning experience.

For example', students often encounter the concept "velocity" first in the

siMple special case of uniform motion along a straight line when the velo-

city May be simply defined by the numerical ratio s/t (where s is the dis-

tance traveled during the time t).. If is then predictably likely that .

students will subsequently confu§e this definition 'of the concept with the

general concept of "velocity" defined as the vector dr/dt (where dr is the

infinitesimal displacement dr during an infinitesimal'time dt).

Errors in specification of values. Errors in the specification of the

values of a concept occur when some of the ingredients necessary to specify

a value are omitted or wrong, or because impossible values are attributed

to the concept. Such- errors'are easy to avoid, although common among novir:e

-17
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students. The following are examples os such errors: Describing the value

of an acceleration by specifying a magnitude trithout-a 'dii-ection; specify-

ing the vathe of a potential erkergy with the ,wrong unit "newton"; or

-that--the-va1 ueofa kiiitiener5T ihiFé

Errors in specification of independent variables. A very common kind

of error results from the omission of sonie of the_independent'variables

required to specify a property concept. The consequences are an incomplete
. .

specification of the concept and concomitant ambiguities; th se can often

lead to troublesome confusions and seemingly perplexing phrad xes. The

following are examples of such omiskions: Talking about an accele'ration

wi thout spec i fyi ng_the_ referencelframe_rel a ti ve -to-wh-f -itis-measure_d,

talking about a pdtentiaLenergy_without specifying the standard position'

from -which it is measured; or talking about a force without speciing

the object ex,:rting this force.

Oi scrimindtions.'

Tible--2--and-the-precedi ng-comments-hel pLitp-identify-l-ikely-errors

Which must be avoided if a concept is to be used reliably. Hence it is

ssential. to be able to discriminate between any such error and the correct

application of the concept. To acquire .the ability to make such .discrimin-

ations while learni,ng an unfamiliar concept, it is useful to compare exi)li-

citly the error (and its consequences) with the correct situation. Dis-

tinguishing features, characterized Abstractly as well as exemplified in

specific cases, can then be made explicitly apparent so that they can be

readily recognized and heeded.

As an example, consider the error involving the Confusion of the

concept "acceleration" with the conceOt "velocity/ H. Explicit comparison of

18
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s v*

these concepts leads to tfie knowledge needed to discriminate between them.
'

In' particular, the two concepts are characterized by the following distin-
-__ ,

guishing features: The acceleration describes the ratLaf_change-of----
.

velocity% whereas the velocity describes a rate of change of position; also
.

the unit of acceleration is meterisecond
2,

whereas the unit of velocity is

meter/second, Specific examples illustrati,ng-di-s-Vnctions between these

concepts are the following: The acce eration. can be zero While-the, velo-

city is non-zero (e.g., for motion with constant velocity); the accelera-

tion can be non-zero whild the velocity is zero (e.g., at the highest point

of a bIll thrown vertically -upward); and the acceleration can be constant

while the-lie,Thitify , for _a freely fal ling object).

Almowledge of such discriminations for each likely error is an

important part of the ancillary knowledge needed to make a concept reliably

usable.

'119.1.611
powerful-ai-d-for-preventtng-error the-faro. uctton and u

appropriate symbolisM; for then- strict adherence to symbolic form can

automatically help to avoid many errors.

As a trivial example, confusion between the concept "veloC*ity" (a

vector) and the Concept "speed" (the magnitude of the velocity) can be

minimized by consistently Using the letter I (printed in boldface type or

underscored by a squiggly line) to denote the vector representing the

velocity, while using the unadorned letter v to denote the number repre-
.

senting the speed.

Much more important examples of helpful symbolism involve the use of

standarized symbolic expressions with "slots': indicating explicitly all

19 .
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the kinds of information that need be supplied. As previously discussed

and exemplified, such symbolic expressions can be used to indicate expli-
.

citly all the ingredients needed lo specify the value of a concept or all

the independent variables needed to speoify a property. Consfstent uie of

such symbolic forms can greatly help to avoid many errors of omission or

commission in the application of concepts.

Application to Principles

The preceding*sections discussed at some length the ancillary,know-

ledge-ne ded to interpret concepts (e.g., properties such as "acceleration",

"potential energyl; ..). The preceding discussion can be readily extended

to principles expressing important relations between previously defined

1r

concepts, (e.g., the principle AK g-* W relating 'net: energy and, work, or

the gravitational force law F = Gm1,m2/0).

Indeed, any Valid relation between concepts can be regarded as a

4.

"truth property" (or "predicate") which asserts that the property has the

C
value "true" whenever the values of the concepts are related in some spec-

ified way. With minimal modifications, the ancillary knowledge needed to

interPret a principle is thus the same as that outlined in Table 1 for any

property concept.

Thus Tablel, when applied toa principle, asserts that,the specifica-

tionof the principle can be achieved by a formal summary description (such

as an equation), by informal qualitative statements, or by a detailed pro-

cedure which specifies what must be done to determine that he Apecified

principle is true. The specificatiOn of the value of a principle is trivial,

i.06, this Mue is simply-"true". The specification of independent
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variables includes'again the specification of basic independent variables-
,.

which nedifb-eipecified and the specification of the relevant properties

there.of. __(For_example, in ihe-case7of-Newtonis-motion-principle ma =

the basic independent variables 'are some specified particle, some other

partic)e with which it interacts, some specified time, and some specified

inertial reference frame.,.Theyelevant properties orthese independent

variables are the mass rp of this particle, its acceleratibn !'at this time

relative to the specified reference frame, and the force Fon this particle

by'all other particles interacting with it.) These remprks shOuld suffice

to indicate that our entire previous discussion is equally applicable to
A

concepts as well as to principles relating previously defined concepts.
#

Implications.. for Learning or Teaching

The preceding sections have sought to fdentify and explicaie Ihe

ancillary knowledge required to.interpret scientific conceptt or principles.

The discussion has made apparent that this ancillary knowledge is quite,

large and extends considerably beyond mere definitions of concepts or

statements of principles. Such knowledge is commonly possessed by any

e pert, although he or she may not be consciously. aware.of its existence

or 4b1 to articulate it explicitly.. On the other hand, the acquisition

of'such kno edge by students is a demanding task.

The. foliowl paragraphs outline briefly the. difficulties faced by

students trying to le. n.unfamiliar concepts or prinCiPles. 'Then they

._- explore theprospects of i tructional methods exploiting the analysit of

, the preceding sectfons to.teach oncepts awl prinicples more effectively.
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Learning. Difficulties

,
Anyone trying to finn on unfamiliar scientific concept or ..principle

t
faces appreciable difficulties. Some of thee are due to intrinsic charac-

teristiEs of such scientlfic concepts or principles: (e) A's discussed in

1.0

the preceding sections, the knowledge required to interpret and apply such

a concept orprinciple tsconsiderable and sometimes subtle. (b) This

f,
knoitledgeoften.4emapdS meticylous.attention.to details and requires fine

discriminations to-achieve the unabmiguity required for accurate scientific

predictions.

Other difficulties are characteristic of the person in the role of

,stustent trifing to,learn new 6onCepts or principles: jayik student brings

to a learning'situation many concepts and principles.acquired in daily life
.

or "from more'formal *prior learning experiences. Hence-the studeWs pre-

existing knowledge must be appropriately modified or transcende.'before

new concepts or principles can be used without-confusion and integrated .

into a new knowledge structure. (b) A student, unless thoroughly versed

in scientific thinking, approaches learning from the vantage point of daily

life where concepts or principles are adequately-useful even if they are

specified vaguely and somewhat inconsistently. Hence spveryday concepts

(e.g., "chair", "color",...) are often adequately'specified by reference

to prototypical cases which can be readily recognized or used for approx-
.

mate comparfsons. By contrast, scientific concepts need to bp spedified

by explicit rules to ensure that they have unambiguous meanings. The learn-
,

ing of scientific.concepts is-thus a demanding task, rather different froth

the learning of concepts in daily life, ar,.; is correspondingly Oite dif-

ficult fa novice students unfamiliar with this mode of learning.
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How effective are coninonleading methods in dealing:with tIse learn-,

ing difficulties?

Methods commonly used to teach_concOts or principles involve present-

ing arieg concept or princ'iple, "exemplifying-the cohceRt 6r 'principle in

some special cases,,and then providing students with practice in applying

the concept or principle.in-various situations. Through.a,process of

trial-and-error learning, students then gra9jially learn to avoid mistalses
v. .

and to use the concept or principie more. reliably.
, , .

There is considerable evidence'that such teaching methods are neither

very efficient nor effective. Indeed, after formal instruetion and after

months (oreven years) of using a scientific copcept.or principle, many

students stil1 exhibit gross misconceptions, confusions, and other persis- .

'cent errors.
1-7 Furthermore, °although students may nominally be familiar

with certain concepts or principles, they often do not feel comfortable to

- use them spontaneously as intellectual tools facilitating their own think.:

ing.

Teaching Applications

The analysis, in the preceding sections indentifies various kind§ of

important ancillary knowledge required to make a concept or.principle

effectively usable. This analysis can be used as/the basis.for instruc-

tional methods wilich teach such ancillary knowledge explicitly. It can

also help to diagnose the causes of students' observed'errors and difficul-
.

:ti es . \\

The following paragraphs outline some suggested teaching methods based

on thi.s analysis. Although these suggestions are tentative and based on

limited evidence, they.provide a systematic approach suitable for further

study and improvement;
'

23
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Teaching-particular concepts. A"véry.common instructional aim is to

23

teach ,studenls partidylar scientific concepts or principles (e.g., parti-
4

cular:concepts iuch as "acceieration"). The ancillary knowledge summarized

in Table 1 can then be used by an instructor; textbook, or other instruc-

tional medium to make explicit the ancillary knowledge required to inter-
, ,

,

.

Ipret.the particular concept of interest. (For example, the Instructor-can

identify w hat particular independent variables are necessary.to specify
yr. -

'fully the concept "acceleration"; or-the instructor can identifyithe likely

error caysed by confusion between the conoept "acceleration".an& the con-

.

cept "velocity".)° Systematic instruction then involves teaching students

explicitly these specific kinds of ancillafy knowledge at the time when .

the unfamiliar-concept is first encountered. -Indeed,, the entries listed

,in Table I can easily be converted into-specific questioni which any.stu-

dent should be able to answer about thi particular concept (e.g., questions

such as "what is the procedure used to specify the meaning of the concept

acceleration?").

Not.only must one ensdre that stuants display explibit famiTiarity

with the various kinds of ancillary knowledge about a concept, but also

,that they adtUally use thts knowledge when applying a concept. (For

example, students should spontaneously answer questions about the acceler-

ado!) by applying the procedure used to define this concept.) It'is

adVisable that students acquire and consolidate this ancillary knowledge

about a concept in tfie context dre relatively simple questions and eXercises....
,

Ohly afterwards should they be asked to apply the concept in'more complex

problems.

.
Effective use of a concept requires that the ancillary knowledge about

the concept4become ultimately intuitive and habitua1.1.9 used. Needless to

24
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, say, thit requires adequate practice; but the right kind of prictice4,6

fically suggested by the analysIs of the concept. Furthermore, explicit

awareness o this ancillary knowledge can be vseful .to students, even after

.a concept hasbecome intuitively familiar, since such explicit knqwledge

helps to debug errors or tocope-with novel situations.
0

I have'recently tried to exploit some of these teaching guidelines in

actual classroom situations. this exiSerience indicates that explicit

teaching approaches bAsed on the analysi§ in thi% paper cdn 5e very useful
-

in practice. -For example, it is very helpful to Ask students to verbalize

and apply-procedures f7r identifying concepts. It also helps mioid many

confusions to insist that students use full verbal-expression§ (such as

"force.on what what"). However, the implementation of teaching pro-
.

cedures based on such an.explicit analysis reveals also partiCulArly cearl

.
sow general issues and difficulties inherent in any teaching prqcess, .

issues which'are worthy of further, study in their own right.

.Teaching conceptual learning skills. The preceding comments have

dealt with the teaching of particular concepts.or principles. A much more

ambitious initructional goal wou'ld involve teaching students the general

skill enabling them:to led'rn effectively _ani newly encountered concept or

principle.' The anarysis presented in the preceding pages, as summarized

in TabTe 1, is again basic to the systematic teaching of such a general

learning skil).!-But now.students would have to be taught the qeneeal

ancillary knowledge required to make any concept or prinCiple*effectively

usable, and would themselves have to translate'this general knowledge into

specific knowledge about any particular concept. This ig clearly a much

more difficult teaching task, but one of great importance. Indeed, suc-

cessful implementation of such instruction would'make stUdents better

o.
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0
, . , . ,

. .
, .

inde'rndent learners:whocknow explicitly what they'rieed to-itudy tp achieve
.

-

competent use of any new concept:- -/' .

There is evidence that-such instruction'chn be successfully im)lemen-

.._ .

.
. .-.

* ., . . . . -
,

,

te_ d'in plactice. For example, a few years ag .d simile corraboratbrs and,,
, .

t.

myself
14

, using a rather rudimentary analysis.of concept learning and some

.very primitive teaching methods,based on thiS analymis, were able to show
4

that students could be taught to becdme significantly better independent..

lpqners of new,concepts. The moreextensive analysiS presented. in the

preceding-pages-; together witti more explicit leaching methods, proMises to

,

lead to much more.effective teaching of,such general concepthal learning

. .

e
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Table 1

Interpretation of a concept

* Specification

* Specification of concept

* Summary description

* Informal description

* Procedural specification

* ApplicabilitY conditions

* SgeCification of concept values

* Ingredients and symbolic expression
r

(elements specifying type, units)

* Possible values (and typical values)

* Specification of independent variables

* Batic independent Nariables and symbolic expression

* Relevant properties-of independent variables

* Instantiation

* yarious values of independent variables and of their properties

* Various symbolic representations

* Error prevention

* Warnings about likely errors (see Table 2)

* Discrimination between,each error and correct case

* Helpful symbolism

29



-Table 2

LtkeTY aTors

* crrorsLin.specifitation of coricept-

V-
* Gross confusions

* Confusion with concept denotdd by siMilar symbol

\* Confusion with concept describing different features of

same situation
.!

* Erkirs in specification eules

'4,Erro irs n applicability conditions

* trrors in pecification of values -

* Errors in specifying ingredients ,

* Errors 'n possible'values
0

* Errors in ecification of independent variables

* °Mitt d ifidependent variables
r.\

* Wrong inde endent variables or properties the"reof
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'Ftgure Captions

A

Figure 1. Diagram illustrating.specification of the concept "acceleration".

Figure 2. Finding the component of a vector y along a direCtion 1.

Figure 3. Variout instances of the concept °acceleration".


